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INTttODUCTZ[ON

C~fcE'rrTs zg~.l~'u,% the goldm~ hamster, is a small rodent whose distrio
bution is restricted to the neighboarhood of A]eppo, Asia. ~linor. Dr S.
Adler, of the Microbiological institute, Jerusalem, introduced the species
in6o ~Britain in 1931 and Prof. E. }Iindle, of the University of Otasgow,
bred it m.d later distributed animals to various places in the country,
Ig is con.sidered by Bruce & Hindle (193t) to be a geographical race of
the Cancasian hamster, C. re&lef, C. czurag~s wag found to be excellent
material for cytological investigation and a study was undertaken of the
number and morphology of Rs chromosomes. Cytological investigation
has shoxvn that the golden hamster possesses a peculiar sex-determining
mechanism in tha~ a differential segment is present in one of the sexchromosomes during meiosis and consequently 5here are formed two
kinds of gametes wRh different sex potencies.
The present paper describes the structural differentiation and the
behaviour of the sex-chromosomes during mitosis and meiosis.
~ATERIAL AND TECH~N-IQUE

Several adult, males were received through the kindness of Dr A. 8.
Parkes, F.Po.S, National Institute of I~tedica] Research, London, to
whom the author is greatly indebted. The animals were descendants of
those bred by Prof. E. Hindle. Small pieces of testes were fixed ill.the
following solutions :medium and strong iZlemming, San Felice, Navashin,
i%{inouohi's modification of F]emming, Oarnoy, and Benda solution.
Excellent results were obtained by Navashin% and medium Flemming
fixation. Sections were made at 15-2,t/~ thid{ness and staiaed with
gent.ian violet aud iron haematoxylin. The former were the more satisfactory. Dra~vi:,.gs were made with the aid of Zeiss' drawing apparatus,
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using 0-90 oH-immersion objective nm,. l-t- a.nd × 20. or 30 oomp. eyepiece. The some of m~gni:ffo~1ion is given ~vi~h the Jigu±'es.

The res6ing nuclei of the sperma,togoni~t cells, ~vMoh form ~wo la.yers
~$ ~he periphe~'y of ~,hs semiuiferous ~ubules, co~lta]n t~o or more small

i

c

]~, 1. o,=mitoticpropha.se~b,rne~aph~se.The s~x-chromosomesare fl~d~cs[ed;c,~n~phase;
sho~dng ~hc delayedsepara.tio~Jof the long ohromosom~s. × 2,$00.
~ggregates, ~-hich sta{n well with iron-haematoxylin but little with
.gentian iolet. They a.re ~he remnants of a ]a,rgenuoleolus ~h[~h breaks
up i~zto smaller elemei~ts a,nd completely dismteuates during the early
st~es of mitotic prophase.
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Tlm chromosomes during mitotic prophase a~;e even]3; dis~ri})uted
~vi~hin the oblong nucleus (Text-fig. lo,). The eh~'omatids a~d ~hch'
association by relational coiling could not be seen. The prophase chromosomes skew 1-4 l'elio coils.
The diploid chz'omosome number was determined i~ four spermatogenial cells and f'om~cl to be 38. This number was definitely verifled at
meiosis by counting 19 ]giva!ents as the haploid chl'omosome ~.luz-nbez'.
The chromosome comp]ement is made up of chl'omosomes of dif:[erent
Iengtlzs. The size diff'erence betsveen members of the complement du~:ing
mitotic metaI~hase is gradual; the lo:t~gest chromosome Js a]>ont, 4-5-4-8t.z
and the smallest 2.0/, or lass. The cb:omosomes vary in shape, which
indicates blmt the cmltromere may have a median, submedialz or subterminal position (Text-fig. it).
The 1~o largest chromosomes are assumed ~o be ~he sex-ch~:omosomes,
because an analysis of" chromosome beha<our during meiosis revealed
tT~at the la¢'ges$ bivalent, morphologically as well as structurally, diffe~.'s
greatly from the others 'and exhibits peculiarities clmracterizb.g sexcin,omosomes in various species. If the largest chromosomes of the
mitotic complex are actually tt~e sex-chromosomes, it must be pointed
out that they do not exhibit a clearl F marked size difference din'lug
mitotic metaplaase; eonsecluendy no X and Y can be identified morphologically in the chromosome complement of l~he male. iCurthermore: they
cannot be distinguished from the other chromosomes duzing the mitotic
nuclear cycle, because they show the same degree of co,traction as "Ghe
others. Very similar beliaviour of the sex-el~romosomes was found in tt~e
wey squirt'el (Keller, 1936a).
A more detailed analysis of cMomosome morphology was found to be
impossible owing to the great number of chromosomes, the 88 somatic
chromosomes befl~g c~'owded in a small equatorial plate. While the longer
ctn'omosomes co~monl)~ lie at the peripher)~ of the spindle, the small
membm's invariably occupy the centre of the metapkase plate. Vet X
often {he complete separation of the longer daugl~ter chromosomes
towards ppposite poles is delayed at auaphase (Tex{~fig. l e). Tl~.e sew
chromosomes are probably amongst d~ese lagging chromosomes.
Ct-II¢O~IOSOME ]3EI{AVIOrJI% DUI~I~qG }:[~1,IOSI8

The prima~'y sperms, toeytes can be distinguished from the sperma~o~
gm~i~l cells by their smaller m~cleus, in wl~icl~ t]:ere is a fine network and
a varyh~.g nulnber of c}xromatin granules or aggregates. The appeaz'ance
of the fine ~etwork indicates dm beginning of meiotic propl~ase. Among
12-2
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the fine ~nd thiu threads which probably represen{: the. sing]e ol~romo.
seines, one or sometimes two large e,lose]y associated aggregates of
varying shapes can be seen, which dJfl'-or from ~he smal] ohrom,~tin

gra~mles (Text-£g. °~c~,PI. VIII k). By following the beh~Lviourof these

~ I Y " : : 7 "..~...*. ; :
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a

Fi~. 2. a,

, ~, ee~rly meiol, ie prol~hase, elbowing ~:hc p r e c o d o u s sex complex, wl~ieh is
assooi~$ed w i t h a. n u d e o l u s , x 2-500.

aggregates during the subseqnent ,sta,ges of meiosis, they we.re idel~tifiscl
as the two assoGiated sex-chromosomes. In the tsptotene and zygotene
nucleus only the deeply s~aJned portion of tl:e sex complex could be
seen, but during pa.ohytene, i~. was found ~,hat the sex complex is
associated with. a, "nueleolns" (Tex{-flg. ~b, c), whisk eta.ins lightly,
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apparently being similar in its staining a.bility Co the true nucleohs,
commonly developed from the organizer localized, at the secondary
constriction of mitotic e}~romosomes (i-Ieitz, t931).
The strncture of the X Y complex (Text-fig. 3) is very variable during
pachy~ene. The variation is due partly to tits variable position, shape
and area of the diff"use region, and partly to the varying degree of
condensation, of the different parts. The sex comphx usually lies near to
the nnclear membrane and never has association with other chromosome
~hreads.
The exact method of association of the two sex-chromosomes during
the earlier st't.ges of meiotic prophase could not be determined owing to
the strong precocious condensation and to the variable configuration of
the whole complex. The structure of the sex-bivalent can first be seen
more or less distinctly at diakinesis, when two regions can be distinguished: (a) a precociously condensed portion, and (b) a diffuse or non~

Ffg. ~. The various eouflgurationsof the _¥1"bivalent during diekinssis, x :~.500.
condensed portion with very little staining capacity. Similar observations
were made in l~{arsupfals (If-oiler, 1936 b) and in _t2od, eo~z~s (Oguma, 193¢).
The diffuse region is associated either terminally or interstitially with
the precociously condensed part; if its position is intercalary, the
condensed region is bipartite. The terminally located diffuse portion is
globular, but becomes gradually clouts.ted and its volume decreases. The
decrease in volume and the thickening of the peripheral l?art strongly
suggests t h a t a process of regional condensalon flakes ]?lace. At the end
of diakinesis tAe globular diffuse part completely disappears and a long,
thin, lightly staiu.ed thread is formed in its place, which is associated
either w~th one or with both ends of the condensed region.
At the meiotic metaphase the sex-bivalent can easily be identified by
its characteristic shape. Two types of sex-bivalent were found : (a) asym~
metrical, and (b) symmetrical X Y. The asymmetrical sex-bivalent closely
resembles the shape of a shepherd's crook (Text-fig. ~, P1. VIII B, D, ~') and
is made up of two es,sily distinguishable regions. One is thick and deeply
stained, forms the whole of the t u and part of the X-chromosome and
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is idel~tified a,s the homobgous pZring segment. The ocher segment is
represented as a long, thin, double ~hrea,d. This part is the diff'erentiM
segment: of the X-chromosome and is altogether absent from fife Y.
The difi'~rential segment of the asynnne~rJcal X]." bivahnt segregates
reducdonslly at the first meiotic divis~m% hence this type belongs to the
pre~reducdonM type, which is described as the most common X Y
bivalent in the vat.ions animal species.
The symmeBrica] XY bivalent consists of a ring made up of tlte deeply
stMned pairing segments of the X- and Yod2romosomes, widl the
diff%rential segment atta.dled Is,totally (Text-fig. 5, P1. VIII O, G). if the
structure of the metapha.se sex-bh~s,tents is int,er]?reted on Janssen's
partial chiasmatype hypothesis, then the existence of the two types
indicates that the cmltromere is localized in the pairing segment a.nd
chiasmata between X and Y ear~ be formed on sigher side of the cent,reTABLE I

The,frerl~e~w ~ of tM ~a.rio~s ty2es q/" se~-biva.te~t at. ~neiosis
~pecfmen
AI
A4
]33
B4
Total
]?ereem, age

X ]" bf va.len~
~0. 0~"
~sper mM,o cymes Asymmeh'/ca] ~%rmmetri cal
7.5
58
17
3~
29
5
103
87
16
41
32
9
253
206
47
-81-6
l 8"4

mere. The frequency of the different XY types m a y be taken as a measure
of the relative size of t,he two arms. An analysis of sex bivalent.s in
2.53 primary spermatoeytes has shown tha.t the asvmmetrica.l.,
. . %Y is
more frequent that the symmetrical, which indicates that the section of
the pMring segment situated between the centromere and the differential
segment is smaller than the other section.
"~ mitotic metaphase the two hrgest chromosomes of th.e complement;
assumed to be the X and Y, ha-re a subterminM eentromere. The short
arm is about one-fifth of the length of the longer arna. Similar relationship
was found in the asymmetrical X Y bivalent, the short arm of the' Y being
4-5 times smaller than the long arm. By determining the position of ~he
centromere in the pairing segment, the relative frequency of the. s,symmetrical and symmetr~caI X Y bivMents could be predicted with a.ccuracy.
It was expected that the number of the symmetries] X Y is 4--5 times
less than the number of the a,symmetrieai ~.ype. Tke observed data
(Table I) ara in close, agreement with the expected number of th.e two
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types. The frequency of symmetrica.1 X I' is higher than in the rat
(Eiollsr & Darlington, I93~t) bat tess than in the ferret (Kollsr, 19~6a).
It was found that the chia,sms fi'ecjue~ey in the arms of the sex~bivaJent
is proportional to the length.

a,

b

C
~Fig. 6. a, syn~'.z~etrical _Y)", showfl~g the terminal knobs of the differential segment;
b. unp,~red sex<hromosomes a.t meiotic n~eta.phase, c, asvmmetricaI X]', 1),ing off the
eq~a~t.?r; d, a.symmetrieaI 2k')-, showing relic coil in the difl'm'entia.l segment, x 2..500.

The asymmetrical X[I' bivalent lies at the periphery of the sj?h~dle
either on the equa.~orial plate or near to one pole (Text-fig. 6@ T]~e
pabh~g segments of the X and Y, if the sex.-bivalent lies on the equator,
are orient~ted towa.rds opposite poles. The shoxt arm of the ]<chromosome shows very clearly, whJ.le in the fg ]% length is difficult to estimate,
]~scause it continue, s into rife dif['e.renti~t segment. The differential
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segment of the asymmetriea~I XI" is either pulled out and more or tess
straight, or is bent into a shepherd's crook. The distal end shows two
small knobs which sometimes stain n~ore deeply [hen other parts
(Tex$-fig. 6@, h~dieati:ag that the diffm'e.ntiM segment is composed of
two ehromatids. The double structure was ol'%n seen in in[ei'oalar_.yregions, where the two eh~'o:matids formed relationM coiling.
During meioiie met~phase the pairing segments of the X- and Ychromosomes in the asymmetrical oonfigur~tion are ~ssooiatedtermina,lly;
only' 8 out of 806 asymmetrical sex°bivalenSs had interstitial chiasma.
In the symmetrical sex bivalent, no i~te~.'stitial ehiasma was Been in the
long arm of the pairh:g segment, while in the short arm it was localized
at the region where the differential segment is joined to fl-~eshor~ arm of
the pairi~:g segment.
During meiosis the sex-chromosomes are oommordy assuciated by
ehiasm.ata and form asymmetrical or symmet,.ieal X Y cmnplexes.
Analysing 276 primary spermatoeybes, in respec~ of the sex-bivalent, s,
23 (8-3°/o) had unpaired sex-ch.romosomes at meiotic metaphase, tn
16 cases the X and l: lay on the opposite sides of" the equatorial plate
emd the eo~'responding position of the anpaired chromosomes strongly
suggests that they were associated durhag the prophase hut failed ~,oform
chiasmata. (Text-fig. 6 b, Ph VIII H, I). Owing to the a,hsence of chiasmata,
the precociously separated X- and Y-chromosomes very frequently fall
apart towards the opposite poles, ensuring redaetional segregation. The
frequent failure of ehiasma formation is probably due to tee peeuEar
behav~our of the sex-d:romosomes: namely, the strong precocity in
condensation and the frequent intercalary position of the diffuse portion
d'aring meiotic prophase.
The metaphase chiasma frequency in bhe X Y bivalent was caloulated
and compared with that of the a utosomal bivalents (Table II).
T A B L E II
The chia.ss~a f~'equensy i~ the sex a~.d auWsoma.l biva.lsnts
No. of c h i a s m ~ t a
BivMeug
~X}"
Au~osomes

No. of
bivalmlt
276
180

~

~
0
23
--

1
206
12l

2
47
58

3
-1.

Tot.a1
no. of
chiasma.ta,
30u
240

X 5,,'eque~ey
p e r hive]on t,
1-o8
1.33

tt can be seen that ehiasma frequency in the sex-bivalent is below
~,hat of the a.utosomal bivalents. The difference is significant and is
bro ugh$ out more clearly when it is remembered that the pairing segment
is longer than the largest bivalent, but i$s chiasma fi'eqneney is less.

Duri~g meiotic metaphase the differenl~ial segment shows two kinds
of eoith:g: (a) relic {Text.-lig. 6d), and (b) relational coiling (Text-fig, 4).
The direction of coiling was determined in a few instances and is given
kn Table Ill.
TABLE

Ill

The di)'eetio.n oJ" coili,~{ in l.hE: di~re~ztia~ s~gm,m,t
Direct.ion
L

P~
L/I%
Term

I-I.e]ic coils
2I
7
3
3]

R.el~tionaI coils
6

3
4
13

At the el~d of" ~he differential segment the ehromatids are separated
and sometimes ~ small loop is ibrmed, because the ends are sti[l associated
while the chromatids at~ tlae adjacent surterminal region are repelled.
Usually, however, the differential segment.appears as a uniform, %bin and
not well-stained thread, its shape varies, dr~wn out diagonMly to %he
pairing segmm?t or its end appears to be attracted towards the ezad of
t]xe short arm of the ]"-chromosome, thot~gh ~o actual assoeia%ion of %]~e
two was found.
A~; firs~ meiotic anaphase %lae differential segment of dae X can be
seen disdnedy (Text-figs. 7a, b, o, d, 8a and PL VIII E). Its length is
decreased and the proximal region becomes thicker. The two ehromatids
lie far apart at %he distal region. In severM instances it was possible to
de,ermine She type of ehe pre~ious metaph~se association of X and. Y,
by analysh~g primary spermatoe~es showing anaphases.
TABLE IV

F'requenc, y of the v(~q'ioz,~s se~-bivalents
}de~:aphasc
Asymmetrical Symmetrical
206
47
Percentage
81-6
18-4

First anaphasc
Term
253
--

Asymmetrical Symmetrioa.1
87
24
77
21

Tota.]
111
--

A comparison of dm data, observed a%met~pha.se ~ud an~phase shows
a. consisten$ behaviour of tlae X Y bivalent with respect ¢o Sloenumber and
position of chiasmata,
There is no interval between the. first a~a,]?lmse a.nd second metaphase,
the secoltd metaphase pla,~e being formed soon. after tlle members of the
bivalen~,s have arrived at dae opposi~ e poles. The differential segmet~ is
si,i]l recognizable if %].?e X-chromosome has undergolle pro-reduction
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(Text-fig. 8b, c). The dJffe~'en~ial segment is very dendm: anti the t.wo
eh~'omatids ca~x cleal'ty be seen lying apa~'t. The thin th~'eads, whick

\

C

d
Fig. 7. a, early firsf~ meiof~Jc -~na})has¢- /5 c, ~Z~ ]~.'~e ~n~phase, sh0wi~g the d~e['en'~{a.].
segmenl; of t,h~ asymmetrical X~' biv0,Icnt. :<2-500.

l"ep~'esent the ohl"omatids, 17a,ve a. tendency to fo]d back ozl the a,c]iacent
region, of the pai~ing segment.
lu gl~ose spermatocyCes in which tl-,e sex-bivalenfi, divides post~edv~o~im'la,lly, the diffe~m.stia.] segment of the dividit~g X Y could nob
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always be iden{i£ed. ~ew seeon&metaphase ~pla.{es were enoonm{ered
where a large eSromosome sl~ows a small terminal knob, which m a y be
inter]preted as tl~e toiled, single d.i:ffel'e~ti~l segment of tke X.

o
Fig. 8. ~, ta%efirsg meiotic ana.phase, showing the post-reductional segregation of the
s3-mme~rie~lsex-bivaIe=t; b, c, s~eond meiogiomen,phase. × 2,500.
In the globular sperma, tid nucleus, several deep]y stained ~nelusions
are prese~lt. Theh' sllap% size and number are very varial)le. It, was found
~hat their distribution is random; hence sperm~tids with different sex
potencies, earwi,:g the X os' Y chromosome respeetiveI L eonkl not be
distinguished by morphologioal structure.
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Discussion

During mitosis no significant difference was observed in the le~zgth of
the two largest chromosomes of the complement, which are assumed t o
be the X m~.d Y. These chromosomes have a subtermilaal centromere and
consequently a.re composed of a long s,nd a short arm. Neasureme%s itt
five spermatogonial metaphases have shows tha,~ the short arm of the X,
which is made up of a pairing and a differential-segment accordh~g to
the structure of the X~Y bivalent at meiosis is as long or nearly so as the
short arm of the ]~, in which the differential segment is entirely abse~t,
In order %o explsi~ the .discrepancy between the behaviour of the
differential segment during mitosis and meiosis, one may assume %hat
during mitosis it is (a.) either completely absent, or (b) contracted t o
a maximal degree.
In the hamster during meiosis the differential segment develops f¥om
a naeleolus-like diffuse portion of the X Y complex a~d remains associated
with ~he pairing segment thronghont tl~e cycle of meiosis. It was found

.
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.

.

t}i'

i~

!/

]?fg. 9, The various emlfigm'aLions of ~,he symme~ri.eaI f l y bivalent.

× 2.500,

6hat the appearance of the diffuse pa.rt i~variably coincides with the
formation of the sex complex, which sagge.s~s 6 h ~ the differentiai
segment constitutes a permanent portion of the X-chromosome a:ld it is
not an independent nttelea.r aggregate, associated with ehe largest
hive.lent only during meiosis.
t t was found in various genera of B'Iarsapisls (i{oller, 19365) that the
sex-ctlmm.osomes are mttch longer at meiosis than at mitosis and it was
suggested that the difference in size is due to the presence of the noncondensed segment, which has a specific f~mc[ion during meiosis and
represents the uncoiled diffm'entia.t segment. It is not represe.nted as
a whole during mitotic division. The differential segment of the sex
complex in the hamster is fully developed st meiotic metapha.se (Text,figs. 9 and I0). It is a ~hin, double thread &-6t~ long and exhibits little
staining capacity; the paired segment of X a.z~d Y is abou~ ~:'5-5t~ long,
h~s a greater diameter l~h'~n the differential segment and is deeply
stained, These facts it~dicate that there is a differel~ee in the iitgemat
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organizafiion between ~he pairi.ng and the di:ff'erential s%msnts. The
pah'ing segment, a,s the external 8ti'tlc~tlre &lid beha, vionr suggest, h~s
coils of ~tm same type as the autosom.al biva, lenbs, while the differential
seg'lnen~, on the contrary, forms minor <:oils only, i.e. its condition is
simila:r to tha.{ formd in ch.roraosomes during the early mibotic prophase.
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10. Varicose types of the. asymmetrie~t sex-biv&]snt. >:2-800.

k

7
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yZ

~g

b
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c

Fig. I1. Diagram slmwing th~ method of coi!in~: ~. a6 ~dgoSic prophasc; b, a.fi mitotic
me,ta,phase; ~, in the X}: bivalent, s of ~he hamster.

In l)lants t)ae minor coiling of somatic chromosomes is initiated at
prophas~ before the old minor or relic coils have been eliminated. W h e n
the z'eliccoils ~re elimina.~ed, the prophase chromosomes are tightly coiled
and their lengt.h is considerably reduced. Before met,aphase the diameter
of the chromosome is increased and ~he length further decreased,
presumably by a decrease in the number of g.)wes anr] an increase in the
diameter of the remaining ones, without a great change in the pitch of
the spiral (Text-fig. 11~ b) (Hu.sted~ 1937).
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,~nce in tits hamster the length and diameter of chromosomes are
about the same at meiosis and at mitotic rnetaphase, major coils, such
as are characteristic of many meiotic chromosomes in plants, are
pro])a.bly absent. The meiotic as well as the mRotio chromosomes a.r~
both spiralled in the form of minor coils.
The development of the minor spiral in the pMring segment of the
X chz'omosome takes plaice precodously, but its development in the
differential segment is delayed, so that at metaphase this portiel~ of the
chromosome shows the prophase type of minor coiling, i.e, the g)u'es are
smaller in diameter and more numerous than in the pMring segment
(Text-fig. l lo). Presumably t]~e presence of the nucleolar-like diffuse
su].)stanoe in association with the differential segment may be a factor
in the delayed development of this portion of the sex-chromosomes.
The analysis of the straoturM properties of the two segments has
showl~ that there is a great time lag in the behaviour of the differen~
parts of the sex complex. The pairing segment of both chromosomes is
very precocious; the association of the pairing segments of X and Y,
ohiasma formation, spiral.ization, condensation to a maximum degree,
are followed in rapid succession and are completed at paehytene.
The differm~tial segment first appears as a nuoleolus-like part of the
X F complex after the completion of those processes in the pairing
segment, i t is very probable that the freq~ent failure of ehiasma formation
ix due to the strong precocity, characteristic of the pairing segment.
The locus of the centromere was determiI~ed by analysing the distribution of chiasmata and consequently the type of metaphase bivalent.
While the presence of the symmetrical sex-bivalent indicates that the
eentromere lies in the puff'lug segment, its loons within this segment can
be more exactly determined by counting the number of the asymmetrieM
and symmetrical X}: bivalents at metaphase. It was found that 81-(3~yo
of the primary spermatocytes have an asymm.etrieat and 1g.4% have a
symmetrical XY bivalent, which indicates that the length of the t~-o
segments, separated by the centromere, is about 1 : ~. The structure
and behaviour of the sex-chromosomes during meiosis is illustrated in
Text-fig. 12.
During meiotic metaphase the X Y complex very frequently lies off
the equatorial plate, and sometimes is left outside the spindle nnorientated. This posRion snggest.~ a profound change in the time
relationship between the centromere of the sex-chromosomes and the
oe,trosome.
The behaviour of the differentia] or non-condensed segment may be
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}litosis
Y

l£leiosls

P.S.

X
Y

Pachytene

D.S.

¥= £X
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Diplotene
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Asymmetri¢~
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$ymme t rical
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Pre-reduction
81-6%
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18-4,%

Pairing segment
. . . . . DiffcrentiaI segment
Fig, 12. Diagram ilIus~'a~ing ~]~e 8truetnre a.nd behaviouv of the sc.x-el~romosames in
hamster during me,io~i8.
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Ge'~,eticcd a.~~d Med~a'~~£al P'rop¢'rtiea of Sex-6'lvro~n, oSome~

comj?ared to t h a t of the genetically inert reg%n of the X- and }%h~:omo.
somes i.~l the salivary gland nuclei of D.ro~'o]~hilc~. According to iKul.le~
& GersI;ensol~ (1935). the inert region of the 1:" has the property of
breaking at very few points; the genes a.re nn.ited in blocks which do ~ot
change their linear s,rrangemell¢ as readily as in tl~e sol,ire regions of
the chromosomes. It is assumed, tltat~ the precoeiousty condensed segment
represents the genetically active region in the sex-ch~'omosome of
Marsupials. On the other hand the non-condensed, diffuse portion is
probably inert or contains only those genes which have a. very specialized
function ~a sex differentiation. If this Js accepted, then the genetically
active region in. the XY~chromosomes of the hamster is very large; it
~s oa]culated to be more than 50 morgans long and consequently it must
contain a great mmlher of genes. Those genes which are near the
differential segment will exhibit partial sex-li~fl~age, while those localized
st, the distal end of the long arm of the pairing segmeat will show very
little or none at alI.
~UNNAR¥

1. The diploid number of ehx'omosomes in the golden hamster

(C~ieet~s m~,ratz~) is 38. The chromosomes at mitotic metaphase show
differences in size and shape.
2. The sex-chromosomes are the largest of the complement. The Xand Y-chromosomes of She male are morphologically very alike a~d
show no significant size differanoe. They are approximately 4-5--5/s long,
and have a subterminal eentromere. The ratio of the length of the two
arms is about ] : 4.
3. During meiotic prophase the sex complex is composed o~ two
regions; one a precoeionsly condensed, the other non-coadensed or
diffuse. The former is identified as the associated homologous or pairing
segments of the X and Y; the latter gives rise to tke differential segment
of the X.
4. Two types of sex-bivalent are formed with unequal frequency a~
meier.it metaphase; asymmetrical (81-6 %), indicating pro-reduction, aud
symmetrical (18.4°./o) conditioning the post-reductional segregation of
the differential segment.
5. The cent.remote is localized in the pairing segment; consequently
.ohiasmata; representing genetical crossing-over between ttxe X- a~d
t%hromosomes, can be formed ca bo~h sides of the eentromere. At
metaphase the chiasma-~reque~ey in the sex-bivalent is less than in the
autosomal bivalents.
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6. The sex-chromosomes are unpaired or fail to form chiasmata after
pMring in about 8 o/~ of the primary spermatoey~es. The failure is bro ugh5
aboufi by the s~rong precocity of the pairing segment.
7. Analysis of the morpJdologicai strucbure and behaviour of the
differenbiM segment suggests that a.t meiotic metaphase it has mia.~or
relic 0~ndinterehromatid relational coiling. Coils, which are charaegerisLic
of the pairing segmen~ and of the autosomal bivalents, are absent.
8. It is predicted that in ha.n~ster there are great numbers of genes,
wh~cti wiI1 exhibit very little sex-liukage: though they are ]~orne in the
sex-chromosomes. These genes are localized in the pairing segment of
the X and Y.
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A. 5[eiotic prophase, showing the pcecocio~My cont,'acted X Y complex. >: 1"500,
B, D, F. ~;feiotic me~aphase, The X Y bivalent is a,syrnme~rfcaL .-: 1-500,
C, G. ~teiotic metaphase ~rith symmetrical X t" bivMen%, x 1.590.
E. ~'reio~ic anaI)hase showing the differential segment of the asymmetrical X}'. x t-500,
H, I. Unpaired ,~-- and t:-chromosomes at meiotic me~aphase, x 1-500.
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